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Polymer microcapsulesModern synchrotron beamlines equipped with two-dimensional detectors and high-flux
microfocus devices offer interesting possibilities for polymer characterization. This work
presents three synchrotron X-ray studies performed in specific multicomponent polymer
systems. In the first study, quantification of transcrystallinity in microfibrillar composites
(MFC) by wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) and a direct relation between the mechan-
ical properties of the composites and the thickness of the transcrystalline layers is pre-
sented. The second study demonstrates monitoring of nanostructure development under
controlled strain in MFC and their precursors by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). A spe-
cially developed procedure for data treatment that uses the Chord Distribution Function
formalism permitted to prove reversible strain-induced crystallization of matrix material
in the MFC materials. In the third study, a 5  5 lm high flux X-ray beam was used to scan
in WAXS mode polymer microcapsules (average diameters of 20–50 lm) with polyamide
shells in which various solid payloads were incorporated by in-situ polymerization.
Exfoliation/intercalation phenomena and local inhomogeneity at micron scale are studied
in clay and metal containing polyamide microcapsules that constitute a new platform for
the development of polymer hybrids or smart micro devices. It was concluded that relating
microscopy and/or mechanical data of various polymer samples to their synchrotron
WAXS/SAXS patterns helps to understand the structure–properties relationship in complex
polymer systems with controlled composition, morphology and nanostructure.
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Nowadays a great number of polymer systems with industrial importance e.g., blends, colloidal polymers, polymer com-
posites or filled polymers, polymer alloys, polymer micro- and nanocapsules etc. comprise significant amounts of two or
more chemically distinct components. By 2002, the production of multicomponent polymer systems had reached 65% of
the total volume of polymer production [1]. A large window has opened for new applications of these systems with the broad
introduction of nanotechnologies in polymer science. Changing the type, size, shape, volume fraction, interface, and degree of
dispersion or aggregation of the different components enables great amount of unique combinations of properties with high
potential for successful commercial development [2]. The wide use of multicomponent polymeric products fostered the
investigations on their structure development during processing and the establishment of structure–properties relationships
[3,4]. Apart from their industrial importance, the multicomponent materials are model systems in statistical physics for
studying fundamental aspects of many properties such as conformational properties of the chains, the kinetics of phase tran-
sitions, as well as the detailed dynamics of diffusion processes [5]. The large molecular dimension of polymer systems mark-
edly reduces the mixing entropy and provides the basis for self-organized structures [6]. Hence, investigating polymer
systems comprising two or more components has become an important issue within the modern materials science.
Generally, analytical methods involving X-ray scattering are being used for non-destructive structural investigations in
polymers in different forms and levels of sophistication for more than 60 years. These methods are a useful tool to study
a multicomponent system since they are sensitive to spatial inhomogeneity due to composition or phase fluctuations in
polymer materials, either amorphous or semicrystalline. Many relevant studies in this field have been performed by means
of small-angle scattering of X-rays (SAXS) or of neutrons (SANS) [7]. The latter technique is less accessible due to the neces-
sity of nuclear reactors and special safety precautions. The wide angle scattering of X-rays (WAXS) called also X-ray diffrac-
tion is very frequently used in characterization of semicrystalline systems. The diffraction pattern contains information
specific to each phase within the irradiated volume, including both geometric and structural parameters, many of which
are inaccessible to other techniques. It is a common feature of all scattering methods that the structural information can
be collected non-invasively, providing in-situ and real time possibilities, as well as simultaneous application of several ana-
lytical techniques. These capabilities turn WAXS and SAXS into powerful tools for structural investigation. Their output can
be considerably enhanced by collecting data in synchrotron beamlines [8].
Along with WAXS and SAXS, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are also
extremely useful for structure characterization of multicomponent materials down to the atomic scale. The biggest advan-
tage of the microscopy techniques is the direct observation (i.e., without significant data processing) of real-space images
produced by the electrons scattered off of the sample surface (SEM), or by the transmitted electron beam (TEM). Collection
of the characteristic X-rays that are generated in the samples in both SEM and TEM by attachments for energy dispersive
X-ray analysis (EDX) allow for compositional studies in selected sample domains, as well as obtaining electron diffraction
patterns that can be analyzed similarly to WAXS data. The biggest shortcomings of SEM and TEM are the quite complex sam-
ple preparation, and the impossibility to follow the structure evolution in dynamic conditions, e.g., under cyclic or continu-
ous strain. Moreover, the SEM and TEM images provide information about a very small area that may not be representative
for the sample. At the same time, WAXS and SAXS techniques require no or very little sample preparation and can be used
simultaneously with other analytical methods (e.g., mechanical testing [9], calorimetry [10], or dielectric spectroscopy
[11,12], etc.). Depending on the X-ray beam size, specific sample areas can be irradiated integrating the analytical informa-
tion over it. On the negative side, X-ray techniques produce information in the reciprocal space that may require relatively
complex data processing to extract the structural information. All these features make electron microscopy and X-ray
scattering useful complements to each other.
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ticular multicomponent polymer systems. The first system comprises microfibrillar reinforced composites (MFC) produced
from oriented blends of thermoplastic semicrystalline polymers. The MFC belong to fiber-reinforced composites that have
many important engineering applications but are notoriously difficult to study by X-rays [13]. Static WAXS measurements
focusing on the transcrystallization phenomena or SAXS under strain test focusing on crystalline structure development in
MFC were performed suggesting new procedures for data handling. As a second material system differently loaded, polya-
mide 6 based microcapsules (PAMC) produced by in-situ polymerization are studied by high flux X-ray beam using WAXS.
These powder materials represent a new platform for the development of polymer hybrids and smart microdevices. A setup
and a procedure are described for studying the exfoliation/intercalation phenomena and local inhomogeneity in various
loaded PAMC systems. The X-ray data from the three studies are discussed in relation to microscopy and/or mechanical data,
trying to understand the structure–properties relationship.2. Experimental
2.1. General description of MFC
The conventional strategy for the production of fiber reinforced polymer composites is the introduction of strong fibers
into a bulk polymer matrix [14]. The search for more environmentally friendly polymer composites led to the in-situ prepa-
ration of both matrix and reinforcing fibers from oriented polymer blends, which resulted in what was called ‘‘microfibrillar
composites’’ or MFC [15,16]. These composites are obtained from properly chosen blends of thermoplastic polymers by a
combination of mechanical and thermal treatments in three processing stages: (i) melt blending of the starting polymers,
(ii) cold drawing of the blend followed by (iii) its selective isotropization at T1 < T < T2, where T1 is the melting temperature
of the lower-melting, matrix-forming component and T2 is that of the higher melting one, from which the reinforcing fibrils
originate. Since the MFC concept does not employ direct mixing of polymers with fibers, two major problems are resolved,
namely achieving proper dispersion of the reinforcing entities and not allowing their aggregation during processing [17]. The
diameters of the reinforcing fibrils in MFC are typically bigger than 100 nm and can reach a few microns, so these materials
are considered as intermediate between the conventional composites and the nanocomposites [18]. In this study as matrix-
forming component high-density polyethylene (HDPE) was used and for the fibril forming component – either polyamide 6
(PA6) or polyamide 12 (PA12). In selected systems a commercial compatibilizer Yparex 8102 (YP, by DSM, The Netherlands)
was employed. Additional reinforcement of the MFC microfibrils with nanoclays was tried as a way toward better mechan-
ical properties.
2.2. General description of PAMC
Polyamide powders with micron-sized particles are of demand in various processing procedures, e.g., flame spraying,
electrostatic coating, compression- and rotational molding [19–22]. In bioengineering, finely divided polyamide particles
are attractive carriers for protein or enzyme immobilization with applications in solid-phase diagnostics, biosensors,
biocatalysts, and bio-separation [23–25]. Polymer particles with magnetic or conductive loads may become interesting in
applications requiring stimuli responsiveness [26,27]. Neat polyamide microparticles can be prepared by activated anionic
ring-opening polymerization (AAP) of lactams in hydrocarbon solutions [19,20,28–30]. Recently, differently loaded PA6
microcapsules (PAMC) were prepared in that way and studied [31]. The present study reports on the use of microfocusWAXS
from synchrotron for accessing the microgradients in differently loaded PAMC.
2.3. Materials
In the studied MFCmaterials the matrix was always formed by the same high-density polyethylene (HDPE). It is produced
by Borealis and has a density q = 0.952 g/cm3, melting point (DSC) TDSCm = 133 C, average molecular weights Mn = 49 kg/mol
andMw = 203.1 kg/mol. As fibril-forming minor component either PA6 or PA12 were used. The PA6 granulate is made by Lan-
xess (q = 1.14 g/cm3, TDSCm = 220 C,Mn = 76.5 kg/mol,Mw = 142.3 kg/mol). The PA12 is the high-viscosity grade Grilamid L 25
of EMS-Grivory (q = 1.01 g/cm3, TDSCm = 178 C, with Mn = 73.3 kg/mol, Mw = 131.9 kg/mol). The compatibilizer Yparex 8102
(YP) made by DSM is a copolymer of linear low-density polyethylene and maleic anhydride (q = 0.923 g/cm3,
TDSCm = 125 C, with Mn = 32 kg/mol, Mw = 196.5 kg/mol). The maleic anhydride content of YP is 0.5–1.0 wt% as determined
by infrared spectroscopy [32].
For the PAMC preparation by AAP, e-caprolactam monomer (ECL) of reduced moisture (AP-Nylon) was delivered from
Brüggemann Chemical, Germany. Before use, it was kept under vacuum for 1 h at 50 C. As AAP activator, Brüggolen C20
from Brüggemann Chemical, Germany (C20) was used. According to the manufacturer, it contains 80 wt% of blocked
di-isocyanate in ECL. The initiator sodium dicaprolactamato-bis-(2-methoxyethoxo)-aluminate (80 wt% in toluene) was
purchased from Katchem, Czech Republic, and used without further treatment (Dilactamate, DL). Graphite (GR) powder
(platelet size < 1 lm), metal and metal oxide powders were purchased from Sigma Aldrich with >99% purity and grain sizes
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Aldrich and were used as received. Two commercial nanoclay brands based on organically treated natural montmorillonite
(MMT) were employed in both MFC and PAMC. The Nanomer I.24 TL (NM) is a product of Nanocore Corporation (IL, USA)
with 12-aminododecanoic acid as surfactant, the typical aspect ratio of the monolayers being of 200–400, with a maximum
moisture content of 3% and cation exchange capacity (CEC) of 135 meq/100 g. The Cloisite 15A clay was delivered by South-
ern Clay Products (TX, USA) and represent MMT modified by dimethyl dihydrogenated tallow quaternary ammonium chlo-
ride and contained up to 2% of moisture, CEC value of 125 meq/100 g, and organic content of 43%. The aspect ratio of the
monolayers in the CL15A was reported to be in the 75–100 range [33]. All powdered filler materials were dried for 12 h
at 80 C under slight vacuum before being applied for MFC or PAMC preparation.
2.4. Preparation of oriented precursors for MFC
Granulates of HDPE, PA6 or PA12, and YP, all dried at 100 C for 6 h, were premixed in the following proportions (wt%):
HDPE/PA/YP = 80/20/0; 77.5/20/2.5; 75/20/5, 70/20/10; 65/30/5. For the production of the oriented blend precursors (OP) an
extruder line with cold drawing was used, comprising a twin-screw extruder, two water baths, three haul-off devices, a hot
air oven and multiaxes winder block [32,34]. The resulting extrudate was cooled in the first water bath. The first haul-off unit
applied a slight drawing in order to stabilize the line velocity and the extrudate cross-section. Further drawing was per-
formed in the second and third haul-off units, after heating the extruded strand in the second water bath at 98–99 C. As
a result of this cold drawing, the diameters of the extruded strands decreased from 2.0 mm to 0.6–0.7 mm. At the exit of
the last haul-off unit the HDPE/PA/YP blends were obtained in the form of oriented, continuous cables. The latter were
cut into bristles with equal length of ca. 20 cm. For the clay-containing oriented precursors (OPs), instead of neat PA6,
weighed amounts of previously prepared by extruder blending PA6-MMT pellets were used, maintaining the rest of the pro-
cessing procedure the same.
2.5. Preparation of the MFCs
Bundles of precursor bristles with unidirectional parallel alignment with different compositions were subjected to selec-
tive isotropization by melting of the matrix HDPE material, followed by its controlled crystallization under pressure. The two
processes were performed in a hydraulic press (SATIM, France) at a temperature of 160 C and pressure of ca 8–9 MPa using
heating and cooling rates of 10 C/min. In such a way, the bundles were processed into rectangular plates
(60 mm  120 mm), 1.0–1.4 mm thick used in the next mechanical, microscopy or X-ray scattering experiments. More
details about the OP and MFC preparation can be found elsewhere [32,34].
In such a way a number of MFC systems were produced (Tables 1 and 2).
2.6. Preparation of PAMC by AAP
The polymerization was carried out in a 500-mL glass flask fitted with thermometer, magnetic stirrer, Dean-Stark attach-
ment for azeotropic distillation with reflux condenser, and inlet for dry nitrogen. In a typical synthesis, about 0.5 mol of ECL
and the respective amounts of load (MMT, carbon allotrope, metal or metal oxide, etc.) were added to 100 mL of a 1:1 v/v
toluene/xylene mixed solvent while stirring, under nitrogen atmosphere, refluxing the reaction mixture for 10–15 min. Sub-
sequently, 3 mol% of DL and 1.5 mol% of C20 were added at once. The reaction time was always 1 h (from the point of cat-
alytic system addition), keeping the temperature in the 125–135 C range at a constant stirring of ca. 800 rpm. The loaded
PAMC formed as fine powder that was separated from the reaction mixture by hot vacuum filtration, washed several times
with methanol and dried for 30 min in a vacuum oven at 100 C.
2.7. Sample characterization
The SEM studies of PAMC were performed in a NanoSEM-200 apparatus of FEI Nova (Hillsboro, USA) using mixed sec-
ondary electron/back-scattered electron in-lens detection. PAMC samples were observed after sputter-coating with Au/Pd
alloy in a 208 HR equipment of Cressington Scientific Instruments (Watford, UK) with high-resolution thickness control.
MFC samples were observed after cryofracture of the molded samples. Because of the low diameter of the OPs and their
hardness, it turned impossible to prepare fractured samples of good quality for SEM. However, selected OP and MFC samples
were observed by TEM using a Zeiss 902A microscope. The observations were done on ultrathin sections (ca. 70 nm) cut at
about 130 C with a Leica FC6 ultramicrotome equipped with diamond knife. Before the observation, the sections were
stained with RuO4.
The WAXS and SAXS patterns of OP and MFC samples were obtained at the soft condensed matter beamline (A2) of HASY-
LAB, Hamburg, Germany, using synchrotron radiation with k = 0.15 nm. The sample-to-detector distance for the static WAXS
measurements was set at 90 mm, the diffraction patterns being registered by means of a MAR CCD 2D detector with an expo-
sure time of 10 s. For the SAXS measurements with melting/recrystallization the detector was repositioned at 2830 mm and
a sample holder allowing for controlled heating/cooling cycles in the 30–300 C range was used. For the SAXS experiments
under strain a home-made stretching machine [35] was mounted in the beamline with the sample-do-detector distance set
Table 1
Composition of MFCs (in wt%) not containing MMT clays.
HDPE PA6 PA12 YP
80 20 – –
70 20 – 10
80 – 20 –
70 – 20 10
Table 2
Composition of MFCs reinforced with PA6/MMT.
MFC composition, wt% MMT clay in PA6, wt%
HDPE PA6 YP Nanomer Cloisite 15A
80 20 – 7.5 –
77.5 20 2.5 7.5 –
80 20 – – 5
80 20 – 5 –
77.5 20 2.5 – 5
77.5 20 2.5 5 –
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tility, 13-35 SAXS data frames were collected and stored.
The synchrotron wide-angle X-ray scattering measurements with PAMC were carried out in the P03 MiNaXS mircofocus
beamline at PETRA III, the German Synchrotron Source DESY in Hamburg, Germany. A Pilatus 300 two-dimensional detector
(DECTRIS Ltd, Baden, Switzerland) was used, the sample-to-detector distance being 115 mm and k = 0.969 Å. Calibration
with a standard high-density polyethylene sample was performed. Linear WAXS profiles were obtained by radial integration
of the WAXS images by means of the DPDAK version 0.3.2 (DESY and MPIKG, Germany) or xPolar (Precision Works, U.S.).
Deconvolution of the linear profiles was made by peak fitting using a commercial software package (PeakFit version 4.12
of Systat Inc, U.S.). Separation of the total WAXS scattering into oriented and non-oriented parts was performed by the xPolar
software. The SAXS two-dimensional patterns were processed and analyzed by an automatized procedure using the pv
Wave programming environment. More details about the MiNaXS beamline can be found elsewhere [36].3. Theoretical background of the X-ray measurements
3.1. Crystallinity index determination
A semicrystalline polymeric material produces WAXS patterns representing a superposition of diffuse scattering originat-
ing from the disordered amorphous material and several sharp Bragg peaks originating from the ordered crystalline domains.
A quantitative determination of the WAXS weight crystallinity wc from isotropic WAXS patterns is possible [37,38], but
rather involved. For anisotropic patterns the problem becomes even more involved because a well-founded intensity
isotropization is only possible if the scattering intensity in the complete reciprocal space is known [8]. Nevertheless, if
the aim is only to arrange samples in the order of increasing crystallinity, a more simple WAXS method [39] can be used
to compute a crystallinity index xc using the relationshipxc ¼
R1
0 IcrðsÞdsR1
0 ðIðsÞ  IbgðsÞÞds
ð1Þwith I(s) being the measured isotropic WAXS intensity, and s = |s| = (2/k) sinh representing the modulus of the scattering vec-
tor at a certain wavelength k and scattering angle of 2h. Ibg(s) is the machine background as measured without sample, and
Icr(s) is its crystalline component of the WAXS intensity above the amorphous halo. The required separation of Icr(s) can be
performed by peak fitting programs. Since MFC materials contain several crystalline phases, their types and relative varia-
tions were studied by analyzing the number and the positions of the respective crystalline peaks contained in Icr(s).3.2. Separation of X-ray scattering
If the semicrystalline polymer sample contains differently oriented and non-oriented domains, the total scattered inten-
sity could be considered a superposition of anisotropic and isotropic scattering. They can be separated by a 2D deconvolution
procedure that can be implemented to either WAXS or SAXS data [40]. Thus, the azimuthally dependent anisotropic part of
452 N. Dencheva et al. / European Polymer Journal 81 (2016) 447–469the scattering Uaniso(s,v) that arises from the oriented domains of the sample can be computed subtracting from the total
scattering U(s,v) the azimuthally independent, isotropic scattering Uiso(s):Uanisoðs;vÞ ¼ Uðs;vÞ UisoðsÞ ð2Þ
where v is the azimuthal angle. In this work the above separation of oriented and non-oriented scattering was performed
with WAXS data in static experiments and with SAXS data in the simultaneous X-ray/straining experiments to quantify
the evolution of nanostructure in MFC samples.
3.3. SAXS data processing
In the simplest and most frequently used analysis of SAXS data, the observed peak of the scattering curve is related to the
average distance between the nanoscopic domains in the sample, called also the long period, L. Hence, for small scattering
angles and based on the reciprocity in the Bragg law:L ¼ 1=smax ð3Þ
with L = lc + la. Here lc is the average thickness of the crystalline lamellae and la the thickness of the interlamellar amorphous
regions.
Apparently, Eq. (3) cannot be used for determination of lc and la or for characterization of the size distributions of the
related domains. To do that, the approach of Kortleve and Vonk [41] should be employed based on one-dimensional Fourier
transform of the Lorentz corrected linear SAXS profile (I1(s)), producing the linear correlation function (CF) or c1(x) [8]:c1ðxÞ ¼
2
k
Z 1
0
I1ðsÞ cosð2pxsÞds ¼ 4pk
Z 1
0
s2IðsÞ cosð2pxsÞds ð4ÞAnalyzing the CF values for the crystallinity within the lamellar stack, values for lc and la can be calculated [42,43].
Another formalism employed frequently in polymer materials is the Ruland’s one-dimensional interface distribution func-
tion g1(x) (IDF) [44]. It can be computed from any one-dimensional scattering intensity I1(si) by Fourier transform [8]:g1ðxÞ ¼ F1ð4ps2i I1ðsiÞ  lims!14ps
2
i I1ðsiÞÞ ð5ÞBy definition, IDF is proportional to the second derivative of the related CF, i.e.g1ðxÞ ¼ kc001ðxÞ ð6Þ
For layer-stacked materials as semicrystalline polymers, IDF presents clear hints on the shape of the layer thickness dis-
tributions, the range of order, and the complexity of the stacking topology.
Both CF and IDF in their one-dimensional treatment can be used for nanostructural characterization of common isotropic
polymer systems. Their application to systems that produce highly anisotropic scattering such as MFC is not straightforward.
For such systems with multiphase topology and fiber symmetry other approach was developed based on the computation
and analysis of the multidimensional Chord Distribution Function z(r) or CDF [45]. For the fiber symmetrical CDF it can
be written:zðr12; r3Þ ¼ kDcðr12; r3Þ ¼ ðrqðr12; r3ÞÞH2 ð7Þ
i.e., the CDF is the Laplacian of the Vonk’s multidimensional correlation function c(r12,r3) [46] and can be considered an
extension of the Ruland’s one-dimensional IDF to the multidimensional case [47].
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Transcrystallinity quantification in MFC by TEM, SEM and WAXS
Ultramicrotoming of the OP blends and MFC was extremely difficult due to their hardness and brittleness. Acceptable
TEM images were produced only for four systems without MMT (Fig. 1), displaying cuts normal to the uniaxially arranged
polyamide fibrils. For OP samples, almost circular cross-sections are observed with diameters in the 350–450 nm range for
the PA12-containing OP (Fig. 1a and b) and up to 500 nm for the one with PA6 (Fig. 1c). The fibrils’ cross-sections in the MFC
with HDPE/PA6/YP = 80/20/0 (Fig. 1d) display lesser roundness but their average diameters are the same as in the respective
OP.
Sample preparation for the SEM studies was possible for all MFC samples. The images obtained allowed the assessment of
the microfibrils’ visible average diameters (Fig. 2): 700–765 nm for the PA6-containing MFC without MMT (Fig. 2a and b),
500–600 nm for MFC with PA12 reinforcement (Fig. 2c and d) and 1.5–2.6 lm for the Nanomer containing systems with
PA6 fibrils. Notably, the diameters of the fibrils in OP blends are significantly lower than the visible diameters of the fibrils
after melting/recrystallization of the HDPE matrix during the MFC formation. Having in mind that the final stage of the MFC
formation includes selective melting and recrystallization of HDPE matrix in the presence of crystalline and highly oriented
polyamide reinforcing component [18,34], it may be therefore supposed that the microfibrils in Fig. 2 should have a polyamide
Fig. 1. TEM images of selected oriented precursors OP and MFC without MMT: (a) OP HDPE/PA12/YP = 80/20/0; (b) OP HDPE/PA12/YP = 70/20/10; (c) OP
HDPE/PA6/YP = 80/20/0; and (d) MFC HDPE/PA6/YP = 80/20/0.
Fig. 2. Selected SEM images of MFC: (a) HDPE/PA6/YP = 80/20/0; (b) HDPE/PA6/YP = 70/20/10; (c) HDPE/PA12/YP = 80/20/0; (d) HDPE/PA12/YP = 70/20/10;
(e) HDPE/PA6/YP = 80/20/0 with 5% NM; and (f) HDPE/PA6/YP = 77.5/20/2.5 with 5% NM; The scale bar in the images corresponds to 5 lm.
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Fig. 3. Example of separation of the total WAXS (Uðs;vÞ) at 30 C into oriented intensity Uanisoðs;vÞ and isotropic intensity UisoðsÞ for two MFC samples: PA6-
reinforced (a–c) and PA12-reinforced (d–f) with composition HDPE/PA/YP = 80/20/0: Left –Uðs;vÞ; Center: UisoðsÞ Right: Uanisoðs;vÞ [32,34]. Fiber direction is
vertical.
454 N. Dencheva et al. / European Polymer Journal 81 (2016) 447–469core covered by a transcrystalline layer of HDPE. Any other process capable to contribute to thickening of fibrils (e.g., relax-
ation during compression molding) can be ruled out since the diameters of the PA6 fibrils observed by TEM in OP and after
MFC formation by compression molding are basically the same (Fig. 1c and d).
To elucidate the morphology and microstructure of both fibrils and matrix of the MFC samples, static synchrotron WAXS
patterns at 30 C were obtained (Fig. 3). The total WAXS of a typical PA6-reinforced MFC sample (Fig. 3a) shows that the crys-
tallographic characteristics of HDPE and PA6 are very similar with a strong overlapping of the respective reflections. The total
WAXS pattern of PA12-containing MFC (Fig. 3d) reveals meridional point-like reflections of the c(020) crystalline planes
with d = 13–14 Ǻ. This suggests considerable orientation of the PA12 reinforcing fibrils (b-axis is the fiber axis) [32]. Similar
c(020) meridional reflections with d = 16–17 Ǻ appear in highly oriented neat PA6 but in the respective MFC they can be
missing [34]. These two studies show that the PA6 microfibrils contain less c-polymorph as they become less oriented than
the PA12 microfibrils during the OP formation due to the better ductility of PA12. The total WAXS patterns of MFC with MMT
based on HDPE/PA6 blends look identical to Fig. 3a.
Subtracting the non-oriented WAXS UisoðsÞ that characterizes the isotropic matrix (Fig. 3b and e) from the total WAXS
Uðs;vÞ (Fig. 3a and d) for both samples in Fig. 3 reveals clearly the oriented WAXS Uanisoðs;vÞ that bears the structural infor-
mation for the oriented reinforcing fibrils (Fig. 3c and f). From the last two images it can be concluded that a significant part
of the HDPE matrix is able to crystallize oriented along the PA6 and PA12 fibrils thus forming an oriented transcrystalline
layer in such a way that the chain directions of the two polymers coincide. The rest of the matrix HDPE situated away from
the PA fibrils crystallizes isotropically.
The linear profile of the isotropic WAXS intensity UisoðsÞ can readily be separated into distinct peaks in order to detect its
crystallographic components. This is not the case for the anisotropicWAXS intensityUanisoðs;vÞ. Thus, for the mere purpose of
component detection by peak separation from each anisotropic WAXS we computed curves according to Eq. (8):UanisoðsÞ ¼
Z p
0
Uanisoðs;vÞdv ð8Þthat were afterwards fitted by Gaussian peaks. The reason for this simple conversion is the fact that the strict intensity
isotropization cannot be performed because our oriented WAXS data are incomplete. For completion we should have mea-
sured the patterns of samples in the same state under different tilt angles and combine them into a complete view of the
reciprocal space. This is extremely time-consuming considering both the measuring experiments and the mathematical
treatment.
The results from peak-fitting of the UanisoðsÞ for three representative MFC samples are shown in Fig. 4a–c. For the HDPE/
PA6 system with 20 wt% of PA6, the oriented WAXS clearly shows the (110), (200) and (210) contributions of the HDPE and
also the crystalline reflections of oriented a- and c-PA6 polymorphs (Fig. 4a).
The same processing was performed with the oriented WAXS of a HDPE/PA12 and a HDPE/PA6-MMT composite
(Fig. 4b and c). In all cases, HDPE peaks were found in the oriented WAXS, along with the typical reflections for a- and
c-polyamide phases and, in the latter case in Fig. 4c, for the MMT component. As expected, peak fitting of the
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Fig. 4. Example of peak fitting for typical MFC samples after separation of the total WAXS: (a) UanisoðsÞ of HDPE/PA6/YP = 80/20/0; (b) UanisoðsÞ of HDPE/
PA12/YP = 80/20/0; (c) UanisoðsÞ of HDPE/PA6-MMT = 80/20 with 5% NM; and (d) UisoðsÞ typical for the MFC samples without MMT.
Table 3
Deconvolution of the oriented and isotropic WAXS for two HDPE/PA6/YP MFC.
WAXS reflections HDPE/PA6/YP
80/20/0 70/20/10
2h () Content (%) dhkl (Å) 2h () Content (%) dhkl (Å)
Oriented part of WAXS intensity UanisoðsÞ
(200) – a PA6 19.90 28.5 4.34 19.92 28.7 4.34
(001) – c PA6 21.05 6.6 4.11 21.35 7.6 4.07
(110) – HDPE 21.44 34.9 4.03 21.33 38.2 4.05
(200) – c PA6 21.79 13.7 3.97 21.66 7.6 3.99
(002)/(202) – a PA6 23.09 6.9 3.75 22.99 6.9 3.76
(200) – HDPE 23.69 7.9 3.65 23.74 9.1 3.65
(210) – HDPE 29.61 1.5 2.94 29.50 1.9 2.95
PA6 fraction, % 55.7 50.8
HDPE fraction, % 44.3 49.2
f = PA6/HDPE 1.26 1.03
Isotropic part of WAXS intensity UisoðsÞ
(110) – HDPE 21.13 14.6 4.09 20.97 9.8 4.12
(200) – HDPE 23.56 11.4 3.67 23.48 12.6 3.69
(210) – HDPE 29.29 1.9 2.96 29.24 1.3 2.97
Note: In the isotropic part of the WAXS intensity the crystalline reflections are only presented. The difference to 100% will give the content of the amorphous
HDPE and amorphous PA6. dhkl is the d-spacing of the respective crystalline plane. The oriented reflections are considered 100% crystalline after the
subtraction of Eq. (2) [34].
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Fig. 5. Model of a shell-core polyamide fibril covered by transcrystalline HDPE.
456 N. Dencheva et al. / European Polymer Journal 81 (2016) 447–469non-oriented WAXS showed presence of crystalline HDPE only (Fig. 4d). For a good fit in this last case two diffuse peaks were
necessary that should be attributed to the amorphous isotropic HDPE matrix and the amorphous fraction of the polyamide
microfibrils. Notably, the oriented WAXS did not require the introduction of amorphous halo. Therefore, it may be postulated
that in the HDPE/PA6 and HDPE/PA12 systems any orientation of the blend components will probably result in crystalline
material.
Table 3 exemplifies the data extracted from the fitted WAXS patterns for two HDPE/PA6 MFC with and without YP com-
patibilizer. The percentage of WAXS produced by the oriented content of the PA6 fibrils and that of the oriented, transcrys-
talline HDPE is 1.03:1.00 in the compatibilized MFC and 1.26:1.00 in the non-compatibilized MFC.
This means that in the presence of compatibilizer a larger part of the HDPE is included into the transcrystalline layer with-
out changing considerably its crystallographic characteristics. Based on the d-spacing values it can be concluded that the
HDPE unit cell is slightly larger in the bulk matrix, as compared to that in the oriented transcrystalline layer (TCL).
Based on the peak-fitted oriented WAXS, results analogical to those in Table 3 can be obtained for all MFC studied. The
relationship f ¼ UPAanisoðsÞ=UHDPEaniso ðsÞ can be calculated in each case and can be further used to obtain an estimate of the TCL
thickness in uniaxially oriented MFC materials. Such estimation is based on the following theoretical considerations.
In the first place, the analysis of the data in Table 3 based on the simple pseudo-isotropized contribution UanisoðsÞ and its
comparison to the analysis of UisoðsÞ demonstrated that in the bulk isotropic fraction only HDPE is crystallized and crystal-
lized PA6 is only found in the anisotropic fraction. Moreover, there is also anisotropically crystallized HDPE. This finding sup-
ports the morphological model sketched in Fig. 5, and a quantitative determination of the dimensions of PA core and HDPE
shell is of interest.
Second, from theoretical point of view, splitting of UanisoðsÞ from MFC into components from PA and PE is surely possible
qualitatively. For the quantitative TCL thickness estimation one needs to separate into components the total oriented crys-
talline intensity irradiated into the complete reciprocal space. Since the information content of the measured WAXS patterns
in Fig. 4 does not cover the complete reciprocal space (cf. Eq. (8)), the TCL thickness can be assessed only approximately. Two
simplifying assumptions should be thereby applied: (i) the contributions of the meridional reflections of PA and HDPE can be
neglected because of their weakness and (ii) mapping of the WAXS fiber data from the surface of Ewald’s sphere to the (s12,
s3) plane may be omitted. Then, the approximately isotropized total anisotropic component of the WAXS intensity is:~Itot;aniðsÞ ¼ 2ps
Z p
0
Uanisoðs;vÞsinvdv ð9Þwith v = 0 defining the fiber axis and 2ps12 ¼ 2ps sinv being the circumference of the circle in reciprocal space. The corre-
sponding total isotropic component of the WAXS is well-known, does not require approximation, and reads:Itot;isoðsÞ ¼ 4ps2UisoðsÞ ð10Þ
The curves according to Eqs. (9) and (10) can be decomposed by peak-fitting, as has been donewith the pseudo-isotropized
curves. After identifying the broad amorphous halos and the peaks from the crystalline PA and HDPE, respectively, the total
intensities Itot,iso,am (s), Itot,iso,cr,PE (s), Itot,iso,cr,PA (s), I˜tot,ani,am,PE (s), I˜tot,ani,am,PA (s), I˜tot,ani,cr,PE (s), and I˜tot,ani,cr,PA (s) are described
by the respective peaks in Fig. 4 and numerical values in Table 3. It should be noted that the peak fitting suggests that
I˜tot,ani,am,PE (s), Itot,iso,cr,PA (s) and, I˜tot,ani,am,PA have zero intensity.
Summarizing, in order to compute the relative thickness of the transcrystalline layer, we resort to the result of Ruland
[37,38] that the scattering intensity of a certain contribution Ic(s) integrated over the whole reciprocal space is proportional
to the number of electrons Nel,c/V which belong to this phase, V being the irradiated volume. This means in our notationNel;c=V /
Z 1
0
Itot;cðsÞds ð11Þand the proportionality factor is a geometric factor which is the same for all components in the material. Clearly that if the
WAXS intensity is an approximate one, e.g., I˜tot,ani,PE, the number of electrons will also be approximate or Ñel. In the final com-
putation the index c is replaced by the triple index which describes the respective component, e.g. c? ani,cr,PE.
Table 4
Dependence between the morphological parameters of the fibrils (R2, R1 and TCL) calculated from WAXS or determined form SEM data and the mechanical
behavior in various HDPE/PA/YP composites without MMT.
HDPE/PA6/YP HDPE/PA12/YP PA6 PA12 HDPE
80/20/0 70/20/10 80/20/0 70/20/10
2R2, nm 750 500 625 560
2R1, nm 550 350 535 453
TCL = R2–R1 100 75 45 54
E1, MPa 1095 920 1054 972 3180 2240 827
ry, MPa 57 37 64 55 230 233 26
CR, MPa 2624 2294 3414 3404 – – 1478
Notes: E1 is the secant modulus determined at 1% strain; ry, is the maximum stress at break and CR is the three point support flexural stiffness determined
according to Nunes et al. [48].
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after computation of the electron densities qel,PE and qel,PA of the amorphous and of the crystalline phases of PE and PA,
respectively according to [8]:qel;i ¼ NA
ZM
MM
qm ½electron units=nm3 ð12Þwith qm, being the respective average mass density, NA the Avogadro’s number (6.022  1023mol1), ZM the number of elec-
trons per monomer unit and MM – the molecular weight of molecule or monomer unit.
If we denote by VPA the volume of the PA core, in agreement with the model in Fig. 5, it can be written thatVPA ¼ pLR21 ð13Þ
andVTCL ¼ pLðR22  R21Þ ð14Þ
Combining Eq. (10) with 11 and 12, the following simple dependence can be deduced between the visible by SEM fibril
radius R2 and that of the PA core R1:R21 ¼ R22:
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f
kþ f
s
; ð15Þwherein k ¼ qPA=qHDPE and f ¼ UPAanisoðsÞ=UHDPEaniso ðsÞ.
Table 4 summarizes the structural information related to the reinforcing fibrils as revealed by SEM and WAXS methods
(i.e., 2R1, 2R2 and R2 – R1) for MFC materials without MMT reinforced by either PA6 or PA12. The 2R2 values were obtained by
averaging of 3–5 fibril thicknesses per sample as measured during the SEM observation. The same table contains also the
respective data for the Young’s modulus E1, stress at break ry, and flexural stiffness CR, of the respective MFC as well as
of the neat HDPE matrix and the neat oriented polyamides.
It can be concluded that the formation of transcrystalline layers TCL is a common feature for all MFCs containing either
PA6 or PA12. There can be a significant difference between the TCL thicknesses in PA6 and PA12 reinforced composites, as
well as in the compatibilized and non-compatibilized MFCs with the same reinforcement. Compatibilization results in thin-
ner fibrils in which not only the polyamide core, but also the TCL are finer. In the PA6 reinforced MFC the TCL is notably
thicker than in the PA12-containing system. Judging from Table 4, the TCL thickness can be related to the mechanical per-
formance of the MFCs. No matter that the E1 value of neat oriented PA6 is much higher than that of oriented PA12, the
respective compatibilized and non-compatibilized MFC display similar moduli. At the same time, the ry of the HDPE/
PA12/YP materials are significantly higher, irrespective of the almost coinciding values of the neat oriented polyamides. It
is to be noted the superior flexural stiffness of the PA12-reinforced MFC. This can be attributed to the lesser TCL thickness
and the better orientation of the PA12 fibrils achieved in the stage of cold drawing.
Table 5 presents the information extracted from SEM and WAXS measurements of HDPE/PA6 MFC with and without YP
compatibilization, in which the fibrils are loaded with different amounts and types of MMT nanoclays. Again, data for E1, ry,
and CR are presented to allow a comparative analysis.
It can be seen that the compatibilizer, the clay amount and type affect significantly the TCL thickness. Thus, 5% of NM and
CL15A produce similar thicknesses in non-compatibilized MFC and quite identical E1 and CR values, ry being slightly higher
in the latter case. Clay load of 7.5% NM is related to a notable TCL increase resulting to superior modulus and flexural prop-
erties but a drop in the tensile strength. This MFC displayed the thickest PA6 fibrils obviously due to a lower orientation in
the cold drawing stage of preparation. Introducing 2.5% of YP compatibilizer results in finer fibrils i.e., lower 2R2 values and
finer TCL, not so strongly depending on the clay amount and type. In the NM-containing compatibilized MFC the ry values
increase, the difference in E1 and CR depending on the amount than on the type of the clay.
Table 5
Dependence between the morphological parameters of the fibrils (R2, R1 and TCL) calculated from WAXS or determined from SEM data and the mechanical
behavior in various HDPE/PA6/YP composites containing various amounts and types of MMT nanoclays.
80/20/0 + MMT 77.5/20/2.5 + MMT
NM 5% NM 7.5% CL15A 5% NM 5% NM 7.5% CL15A 5%
2R2, nm 1250 1750 1320 1050 1100 1200
2R1, nm 1104 1508 1176 923 984 1100
TCL = R2–R1 73 121 72 64 58 50
E1, MPa 1191 1244 1161 1215 1288 1187
ry, MPa 45 39 53 59 56 55
CR, MPa 2500 2850 2420 2590 2950 2340
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study seems to be inversely proportional to the tensile strength. Moreover, in MFCs without MMT a thinner TCL will result in
higher E1 and CR values since its dampening effect will be lower. In the MMT-containing MFC this effect is inversed most
probably due to migration of MMT from the PA6 fibril to the TCL. Compatibilization with YP, in general, results in thinner
TCL whereby in the samples without MMT (Table 4) all mechanical properties drop which is not the case in the dually rein-
forced MFC in Table 5. This can be explained with the fact that in non-compatibilized MFC the formation of TCL would
involve HDPE matrix material only. In the compatibilized ones, however, there is a chemical reaction between the maleic
anhydride of YP and the amide groups of the polyamide [49]. It can be expected that here the TCL will include polyolefin
component from the YP compatibilizer, which is different from the bulk matrix HDPE, which could explain the mechanical
properties of the compatibilized MFC.
As noted above, the TEM image of the MFC (Fig. 1d) does not provide visualization of the TCL. Microscopy observation of
TCL in MFC based on HDPE/PA blends has not been successful so far. To the best of our knowledge, TCL was directly observed
in two MFC systems. Friedrich et al. [50] reported a TEM image of MFC based on poly(ethylene terephthalate (PET)/low-
density PE showing the cross-section of a PET fibril covered by TCL of LDPE with a thickness of ca. 140 nm, i.e. close to some
of the values in Tables 5 and 6. More recently, Lin et al. [51] studied by AFM a polypropylene (PP)/PET MFC proving a TCL of
oriented PP of ca. 200 nm. This lack of microscopy evidence of TCL in MFC justifies the search of alternative methods of its
quantification by X-ray techniques.
4.2. Microstructure evolution in MFC by simultaneous SAXS/straining experiment
4.2.1. SAXS patterns processing
Fig. 6 displays a scheme of the various stages of SAXS pattern processing. Fig. 6I shows the total scattering intensityU(s,v)
of a pre-processed SAXS frame of a MFC that, according to Eq. (2), represents a superposition of anisotropic and isotropic
SAXS. Fig. 6II displays the anisotropic SAXS Uanisoðs;vÞ presenting a pattern with axial symmetry with two reflections along
the vertical axis of orientation s3. This distinction was impossible in the starting Fig. 6I due to the masking effect of the iso-
tropic scattering UisoðsÞ (Fig. 6, III) as it was in the initial WAXS patterns in Fig. 3.
As shown further in the text, analyzing Uanisoðs;vÞ and UisoðsÞ of SAXS separately would be advantageous for a better
nanostructural characterization of the respective morphological entities – the TCL-covered polyamide fibrils and the isotro-
pic HDPE matrix that form MFC. Assuming a multiphase topology, its nanostructure related to Uðs;vÞ can be visualized in
real space using the multidimensional CDF z(r12,r3) by its respective negative and positive faces, or in absolute values
(Fig. 1, IV).
It should be noted that the CDF in Fig. 6, IV consists of narrow negative and positive peaks, directly reflecting probability
distributions. The negative part of CDF (i.e., –CDF) contains information on the arrangements of the crystalline domains (lat-
tice properties). The positive face of CDF gives a presentation of the domains themselves in the real space [45]. For the sam-
ples in this study the first long-period peak of –CDF was selected. Fitting the cap of this peak to bivariate polynomials returns
information about its position (L) and lateral breadth (r12). The meaning of L is the most probable long period in axial
direction.
The parameter el = 3r12 is a measure of the extension of the crystalline domains in lateral or in r12 direction. Therefore,
supposing that L(t) is the long period at time t, and L(0) is the long period at the beginning of a deformation experiment, then
the nanoscopic axial elongation can be determined as:enðtÞ ¼ LðtÞ  Lð0ÞLð0Þ ð16ÞSimilarly, the nanoscopic lateral elongation can be defined as [9]en;r12ðtÞ ¼ elðtÞ  elð0Þelð0Þ ð17Þ
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I
Fig. 6. Stages of processing of the SAXS patterns: (I) reconstructed, calibrated and background corrected total SAXS data frame U(s,v); (II) azimuthally
dependent scattering Uaniso(s,v); (III) azimuthally independent scattering Uiso(s); and (IV) various representations of the anisotropic CDF z(r12,r3): () the
negative face; (+) the positive face and (abs) both faces presented as |z(r12,r3)|. The s3- and r3-axes match the stretching direction of the sample.
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Most of the –CDFs obtained prior to straining do not allow identification of peaks at small r-values related to the PA6
fibrils. As the strain grows, such peaks appear but their attribution to PA6 without any proof appears doubtful. Studying
the high temperature –CDFs of oriented precursors OP and the respective MFC without MMT resolves this issue (Fig. 7).
The –CDF images of the OPs with and without YP compatibilizer, at 30 C (Fig. 7, column 1) suggest highly oriented nanos-
tructure from slender domains with one-dimensional arrangement in rows along the vertical fiber axis. The non-
compatibilized sample 80/20/0 shows four long period peaks corresponding to five correlated HDPE lamellae. In the
70/20/10 precursor the 3rd and 4th long period peaks become diffuse and merge meaning that compatibilization introduces
disorder in the HDPE component. The long periods L measured from the first minimum of the –CDFs for the two OP samples
at 30 C vary in the 18–19 nm range.
The second column of Fig. 7 displays the –CDF peaks of the OP samples heated at 160 C. As expected, the HDPE peaks
disappear since all oriented polyethylene melts and its SAXS transits from Uaniso(s,v) to Uiso(s). Therefore, Uaniso(s,v) and
the respective z(r12,r3) at 160 C will provide information about the nanostructure of the neat PA6 microfibrils. The regis-
tered long spacings of ca. 7 nm are typical of oriented PA6 [52]. A second diffuse long period peak was observed indicating
correlation of three PA6 domains along the fiber axis in all OP samples.
The third column in Fig. 7 displays the –CDF peaks of MFC materials at 30 C. Their preparation by compression molding
of the respective OP at 160 C under pressure followed by gradual cooling creates conditions for deposition of TCL of oriented
HDPE onto the polyamide fibril. The long period peaks of MFC prior to heating of L = 23–24 nm are related exactly to those
transcrystalline polyethylene domains. They show a microfibrillar system with 1st and 2nd order long periods i.e., axial cor-
relation of three transcrystalline HDPE domains.
Column 4 in Fig. 7 shows the nanostructure of the PA6 reinforcing fibrils in the MFC revealed by selective melting at
160 C. First-order long periods in the range of 7–8 nm with clear indication of 2nd and higher order peaks are observed,
especially in the 80/20/0 MFC. This is evidence for better correlation in straining direction of crystalline PA6 domains in this
sample. Notably, in the MFC with 10% YP the peaks show some curvature indicating less perfect orientation of the fibrils, just
like in the OP with the same composition. Comparing the –CDFs at 160 C of the MFC (column 4) and the respective OP (col-
umn 2) allows the conclusion that the moderate pressure and temperature applied during the MFC preparation acted toward
increasing the order in the PA6 oriented domains.
Fig. 8 displays the evolution of the –CDF of two MFC without (a) and with 10 wt% of YP compatibilizer (b) at three dif-
ferent stages of the SAXS/straining experiment: prior to any deformation (em = 0), and after given time of continuous defor-
mation i.e., in the middle of the straining (em = 7–10%) and just before sample failure but still under strain at em = 15% or 36%
for the MFC without and with YP, respectively.
The analysis of the real-space images of the two MFCs in Fig. 8 shows that in the central areas of both starting –CDF
images without strain no peaks for PA6 are observed at low r values. As the macroscopic strain grows, first, an equatorial
peak with L in the range of 16–17 nm appears (marked with arrow in Fig. 8a) and at the same time the first long period peak
80
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Fig. 7. Comparison between the negative faces of CDF z(r12,r3) for oriented precursor blends (OP) and microfibrillar composites (MFC) with various
compositions (Table 1). 1 – OPs at 30 C; 2 – OPs at 160 C; 3 – MFCs at 30 C; 4 – MFCs at 160 C. Displayed regions: 100 nm < r12,r3 < 100 nm. In all
patterns fiber axis and strain direction are vertical and coincide with the r3-axis.
t = 0 s t = 300 s                       t = 720 s
εm= 0% εm= 7 % εm=15% 
εm= 0 εm= 10 % εm=36% 
a
b
Fig. 8. Evolution of the nanostructure of the oriented –CDF z(r12,r3) in MFC without MMT. Compositions, HDPE/PA/YP (wt%): (a) 80/20/0 and (b) 70/20/10.
Displayed regions: 100 nm < r12,r3 < 100 nm. In all patterns fiber axis and strain direction are vertical and coincide with the r3 axis. The arrow points at the
equatorial reflection appearing under strain.
460 N. Dencheva et al. / European Polymer Journal 81 (2016) 447–469of PA6 becomes visible on the meridian with L values of 6–7 nm. The shape, orientation and number of the negative faces of
the CDFs of the two MFC in Fig. 8 before straining show meridional correlation of three transcrystalline HDPE domains
arranged on the top of one another. As the strain increases, these peaks become narrower meaning that the variation of
the distances between the crystalline domains decreases. The strong point-like equatorial reflections that appear in the –
CDFs of both MFC samples at low strain are due to lateral correlations among HDPE domains in TCL covering the reinforcing
fibril and such belonging to matrix material in close vicinity. The second HDPE domain necessary for this correlation to
appear is most probably formed by strain-induced crystallization. A similar phenomenon was observed recently in the
HDPE/PA6 and HDPE/PA12 oriented precursor blends, subjected to load-cycling [53]. The weaker ark- and circular reflections
in –CDF in Fig. 8 appearing under strain are most probably related to strain-induced crystallization in the volume of the HDPE
matrix, away from the reinforcing fibril.
Fig. 9 presents a quantification of the tensile properties and nanostructural changes in the samples with compositions
HDPE/PA6/YP = 80/20/0 and 70/20/10 as a function of the true stress r and the true elongation em. In both graphs the
abscissa indicates the time from the beginning of the straining, and the ordinate – the evolution of six parameters (two
mechanical and four structural) during the experiment, each of them being in its respective dimension. The structural
parameters are: the long period values related to the peaks of transcrystalline HDPE (meridional LHDPEm and equatorial –
LHDPEeq ), to the PA6 reinforcing fibrils (meridonal L
PA6
m ), and the lateral extension el of the HDPE domains from TCL. These
parameters were computed from the respective –CDFs during the straining experiment applying an automatic procedure [9].
The stress at break rb and the macroscopic strain at break emb of the two samples show that the non-compatibilized MFC
(Fig. 9a) is less ductile than the one with 10% YP (Fig. 9b), showing emb values of 15% and 36%. At the same time, the rb values
of 50 MPa in the non-compatibilized sample is significantly higher than that of the YP-containing sample being slightly
above 30 MPa. These stresses and strains at break are in good agreement with previously published mechanical data of MFCs
[34,54].
N. Dencheva et al. / European Polymer Journal 81 (2016) 447–469 461Despite their different mechanical behavior, the two MFC in Fig. 9 display similar structural developments under contin-
uous strain. The starting LHDPEm values in both MFCs are in the range of 22–23 nm and gradually grow to 32 nm just before
sample failure. Notably, there is no such growth in the long periods related to the isotropic matrix HDPE (Liso, shown only
in Fig. 9a). The starting Liso values in both composites are identical to L
HDPE
m and at the end of the straining experiment even
drop with 1–2 nm. The long periods of the reinforcing fibrils LPA6m vary very slightly between 6 and 7 nm, being independent
of the compatibilizer content. The equatorial long spacing LHDPEeq in the two MFCs related to the strain-induced crystallization
of HDPE domains from the matrix, appears abruptly at about 7–8% of strain with values of 16–17 nm, increasing to 19–20 nm
close to sample failure. The presence of compatibilizer YP causes some structural differences. In the non-compatibilized
80/20/0 MFC the lateral extension el of the HDPE domains from TCL before strain is 33 nm, passes through a maximum of
41.5 nm at em close to 10% and then decreases reaching just before break its initial values. Instead, in the 70/20/10 MFC el
monotonously grows from 35 to 45 nm.
The |z(r12,r3)| images in Fig. 10 show the both CDF faces of two MFC sample before and after mechanical failure, Interest-
ingly, the equatorial long spacing for the second HDPE domain in TCL with L between 17 and 30 nm disappears (cf. the
images in columns 1 and 2). Hence, the suggested strain induced crystallization is a reversible process for the MFC materials
without MMT.Fig. 9. Evolution of the nanostructural and mechanical parameters during the simultaneous SAXS/straining of MFCs without additional clay reinforcement:
(a) HDPE/PA6/YP = 80/20/0; (b) HDPE/PA6/YP = 70/20/10. All nanostructural data are obtained from the respective -CDF peaks computed on the basis of
azimuthally dependent Uaniso(s,v). Legend: stress r [MPa]; macroscopic strain em [%]; meridional long period of transcrystalline HDPE domains LHDPEm [nm];
equatorial long period LHDPEeq [nm] of strain-crystallized HDPE; meridional long period L
PA6
m [nm] of PA6; lateral extension el [nm] of the meridional
transcrystalline HDPE domains.
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Fig. 10. Comparison between the |z(r12,r3)| for MFCs without and with compatibilization before strain and after sample failure and relaxation: 1 – MFCs
before strain at 30 C; 2 – MFCs after mechanical failure at 30 C; 3 – MFCs before strain at 160 C; 4 – MFCs after strain and relaxation at 160 C. Fiber axis
and strain direction are vertical.
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27 nm is observed due to the extreme mechanical load. In the uncompatibilized 80/20/0 MFC the perfection of the transcrys-
talline HDPE domain orientation is decreased, which is evidenced by the change of shape of the CDF peaks. In this sample the
loss of correlation among the domains in straining direction is low. In the HDPE nanostructure of the compatibilized
70/20/10 MFC the extreme mechanical load causes mainly a relative decrease of the lateral extension of the domains, i.e.,
a transition from lamella to grain.
The changes in the PA6-nanostructure can be studied from the CDF patterns at 160 C (Fig. 10, columns 3 and 4). The
uncompatibilized MFC before straining shows highly ordered PA6 microfibrils almost uncorrelated in lateral direction, which
after sample failure gained such correlation. The off-meridional streaks have moved closer to the meridian, there is even a
2nd order of off-meridional streaks. This indicates the beginning of 3D macrolattice formation. In the compatibilized mate-
rial such macrolattice inside the PA6 microfibrils exists even before straining and the ultimate loading results in a slight
decrease of its correlation.
Combining the information from Figs. 8–10, a model of the scattering ensembles existing in the MFC at various stages of
the straining can be suggested. The cartoon in Fig. 10 visualizes the reversible strain-induced crystallization of matrix mate-
rial in the presence of the oriented transcrystalline HDPE shell of the PA6 reinforcing fibrils.
Fig. 11a depicts the three transcrystalline HDPE domains on the PA6 fibril surface correlated along the sample meridian.
Before straining, the lamellae tip domain is in contact with amorphous HDPE matrix material containing macromolecules
with varying degree of entanglements. At low strains (em < 7–10%) the tip TCL domain grows in lateral direction involving
some less entangled HDPE macromolecules that are able to crystallize (Fig. 11b, the arrow-indicated process). As seen from
Fig. 9, the lateral lamellae extension el in the YP-containing MFC is constant with the strain increase until sample failure,
while in MFC without compatibilization it passes through a maximum. In agreement with the ‘‘minimum crystallization dis-
tance” concept of Strobl, the highly entangled zone cannot be entered by any other crystalline lamella growing during the
strain-induced crystallization [55]. Therefore, the process is transferred to the next crystallizable area. Above a certain den-
sity of the stress field (at em > 7% for the 80/20/0 sample and above 10% for the 70/20/10 one), a new (called also ‘‘satellite”)
HDPE crystalline domain appears (Fig. 11c, ii), its far end being quite well defined with respect to the tip domain. Judging
from the CDFs in Fig. 8, it seems that for both MFCs in the beginning of the straining the tip and the satellite domains are
positioned in front of each other, i.e., normally to the straining direction. As the strain increases, this perfect frontal align-
ment becomes distorted and the satellite domain may be repositioned slightly above or below the tip domain as depicted
by the dashed lines in Fig. 11c. After sample failure (Fig. 11d), the satellite domains melt and the axial correlation of three
HDPE domains is preserved in both MFC. In the non-compatibilized MFC some loss of their axial alignment (i.e., different
inclinations in respect to the normal to the straining direction) may be deduced. In the compatibilized MFC, where the
TCL domains are chemically bonded to the PA6 fibril (the dot in Fig. 11c), their lamellar geometry transits into grains as
schematically indicated in the same figure.4.2.3. Characterization of TCL in MFC with MMT
The MFC containing MMT nanoclays located predominantly in the PA6 oriented fibrils were also studied in SAXS/straining
experiments as well as at different temperatures before and after strain. This section summarizes the results obtained com-
paring them to the analogues without clay.
The structures of the HDPE from TCL in MFC at 30 C without and with MMT (Fig. 12, images a and c, respectively) as
presented by the respective |z(r12,r3)| functions seem to be quite similar. Eliminating the HDPE reflections from TCL by heat-
ing at 160 C (Fig. 12b and d) and comparing the resulting CDF at this temperature, it appears that the PA6 microfibrils con-
taining MMT are built of longer and straighter crystalline domains. This makes the inter-fibrillar distance shorter than in the
respective MFC without MMT. Such an effect seems to be natural: a bunch of the wavy microfibrils of the MFC without MMT
must maintain a wider distance from each other compared to a bunch of straight fibrils. Moreover, in the sample with
MMT the off-meridional peaks indicate some lateral correlation among the PA6 crystallites suggesting arrangement in asample failure
a b c d
Fig. 11. Schematic presentation of the strain-induced crystallization of HDPE matrix material during the continuous strain of HPDE/PA6 microfibrillar
composite: (a) at em = 0; (b) at em < 7–10%; (c) at em > 7–10%; (d) after sample failure. i – tip HDPE domain and the direction of its growth; ii – strain-
crystallized (satellite) HDPE domain. For more details see the text.
εm=0 %      εm= 8%       εm= 15 %
a b c d
εm=0 %      εm= 8%       εm= 15 %
e f
Fig. 12. CDF images |z(r12,r3)| of various MFC with composition HDPE/PA6/YP = 80/20/0: (a) with 5% NM, at 30 C; (b) same as a, at 160 C; (c) no MMT, at
30 C; (d) no MMT, at 160 C; (e) with 5% NM strained at 30 C; (f) with 5% CL15A strained at 30 C; Images a trough d present both negative and positive
faces of CDF; images e and f present the –CDF faces. Fiber axis and strain direction are vertical.
N. Dencheva et al. / European Polymer Journal 81 (2016) 447–469 463rudimental 3D lattice. Notably, the PA6 domains in MFC with MMT vary in the range of 9–10 nm, which is above the values
of 6–7 nm in the HDPE/PA6/YP composites without MMT (Figs. 8 and 9).
Fig. 12 displays also the –CDF faces computed from the oriented SAXS in two MFC samples containing 5% of NM or CL15A
in a straining experiment. Three different stages of the straining process are considered: before deformation (em = 0), toward
the middle of the straining (em = 8–9%),) and at a certain point before the sample failure at em = 13–15%. Analyzing the images
of the MFC with NM (Fig. 12e) or CL15A (Fig. 12f), in equatorial direction one observes even at em = 0 peaks with L = 12–
14 nm growing up to ca. 20 nm as the strain increases. As with the samples without nanoclay, these peaks can be attributed
to lateral correlation of HDPE tip and satellite domains (Fig. 11). In the present case, however, these satellite domains are not
a result of strain-induced crystallization but they are present before application of strain. At em = 0, as in the samples without
MMT, the positioning of the satellite and tip domain is frontal since the equatorial reflections are almost point-like. At
em = 14–15% this arrangement is distorted (better expressed in the NM-containing MFC) reflected by the formation of arcs.
In axial direction the two samples with 5% MMT display correlation of at least three narrow HDPE domains. Interestingly, the
PA6 peaks are also clearly observable in the negative faces even at 30 C in both samples in Fig. 12e and f as two bright points
on the meridian, right in the center of the images. The respective PA6 long spacings remain constant during the strain, right
until the sample failure. Summarizing, the presence of MMT induces irreversible crystallization in the vicinity of the TCL/-
fibril ensemble even without strain, maintaining the nanostructure of the ensemble quite constant until sample failure.4.3. Microgradients in differently loaded PAMC by microfocus synchrotron WAXS
It has been repeatedly recognized that natural and synthetic anisotropic materials whose composition changes gradually
(i.e., without interfaces or layers) along a certain axis can possess unique mechanical, optic and other properties [56]. There-
fore, the rigorous evaluation of gradients at micro- and possibly at nanoscale in various materials seems to be interesting
from both theoretical and practical aspects. This section demonstrates the possibility to study concentration microgradients
in PAMC loaded with various inorganic materials by means of microfocus synchrotron WAXS.
As seen from Fig. 13, PAMC loaded with MMT are porous objects with diameters typically in the 20–50 lm range. Con-
ventional SEM reveals the topology of PAMC but not the distribution of the MMT (Fig. 13a and b).
The clay nanoparticles with sizes in the 80–110 nm range can only be visualized in mixed SEM/TEM mode after mechan-
ical crushing of PAMC in liquid nitrogen (Fig. 13c). It should be noted that this method results in good visualization very
rarely, not providing any information about the gradients in the fine structure of either MMT load or polyamide shell, e.g.,
degree of exfoliation in various points of the microcapsule, polymorph content, degree of crystallinity, etc. In an attempt
to study the variation of these structural features at microscale, differently loaded PAMC were scanned with a 5  5 lm
microfocused beam.
Fig. 14 displays a typical PAMC sample visualized in a Keyence model VHX-600 digital light microscope. The microcap-
sules are placed as a monolayer on a polymeric sticky tape not producing own crystalline peaks in WAXS. The area of the
sample to be scanned by the microbeam and the size of the latter are visualized in the same figure.
The sticky tape with the PAMC was placed in sample holder mounted vertically on a motor-powered XZ sliding stage
positioning the beam in point X1,Z1 of the grid (Fig. 15a, the solid square).
a b c
Fig. 13. Morphology of MMT-loaded PAMC: (a and b) SEM images with coating; (c) image obtained in mixed SEM/TEM mode without coating after
cryogenic milling.
Fig. 14. Light microscopy image of PAMC before their insertion into the microfocus WAXS beamline. The small solid square depicts the size of the WAXS
microfocus related to the sample area scanned (the big square) and the size of the loaded PAMC.
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Fig. 15a) making 11 steps of 5 lm (i.e., the microbeam size), the irradiation time in each point being 5 s. Then, the beam goes
to grid square Z2,X1 and makes another scan in horizontal direction. The procedure is repeated until covering the whole
sample grid. All 2D patterns obtained (looking very similar to that in Fig. 3a) were stored and integrated radially in the
0–360 area to obtain the respective 121 linear profiles.
Fig. 15b shows the 11WAXS patterns taken at level Z3 (X index increasing from bottom to top). It can be seen that the 001
basal MMT peak in the 2–4 2h range indicating correlation of silicate platelets and hence lack of exfoliation appears only in
positions X1–X3 after which it disappears, i.e., in the rest of the grid cells along the Z3 line the sample is fully exfoliated. At
the same time, the 14–16 2h region of the WAXS patterns displays the intensity of the crystalline peaks of the PA6 and will
thus quantify the distribution of the matrix material within the area scanned. Fig. 15c and d shows the full 11  11 intensity
maps for a PAMC sample with 2% NM in the low and medium 2h range, respectively. It can be seen that Fig. 14d visualizes
quite clearly the silhouettes of the polyamide microcapsules in the scanned sample area with sizes in the range of 20–30 lm
while Fig. 15c represents the distribution of domains with exfoliated (blue–gray)1 and non-exfoliated MMT (green–yellow)
within the same sample area.
The same analytical method was used to study the microgradients in PAMC loaded with CL15A, GR, Al and Fe3O4. The
intensity maps characterizing the load distribution (left column) and the PA6 distribution (right column) within the scanned
area are presented in Fig. 16.
Various observations can be made comparing the load- and PA6-shell distribution maps in Figs. 15 and 16. Thus, from
Fig. 15a (NM-loaded PAMC) and Fig. 16a (PAMC/CL15A) it seems that latter sample displays smaller and more homoge-
neously distributed domains of non-exfoliated MMT, in which the basal peak is of lower intensity at similar particle packing
on the scanned area. In these two samples the domains with non-exfoliated MMT are definitely smaller than the PAMC sizes.
In the case of GR and especially with Al load (Fig. 16c–f), the shape and size of the domains taken by the load and by the PA6
shell almost coincide, which is an indication that in these PAMC in fact enclose a few or even one single load particle. This is
in good agreement with the particle sizes of GR and Al of several microns as established in previous SEM studies [31]. In the
case of the PAMC with Fe3O4 nanoparticles (Fig. 16g and h), the load is very homogeneously distributed. The dense micro-1 For interpretation of color in Fig. 15, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.
X1-11, Z3
a b
dc
X1-11, Z1-11; 2.0 – 4.0 º X1-11, Z1-11; 14.0 – 16.0 º
Fig. 15. Microbeam scanning of PAMC loaded with 2 wt% of NM: (a) schematics of the 11  11 grid of scanning superimposed on the SEM image of the
sample; (b) the resulting WAXS linear profiles along the grid cells Z3, X1-11; (c) intensity map in the area of 2h = 2–4; (d) intensity map with 2h = 14–16.
N. Dencheva et al. / European Polymer Journal 81 (2016) 447–469 465capsule packing in the scanned area with this sample was necessary in order to obtain good mapping with the Fe3O4 peak at
2h = 20 (Fig. 17a). The other asterisk-marked WAXS peaks in Fig. 17a shows the WAXS reflections used for mapping the load
gradients in Fig. 16, namely: 2h = 17 for GR, 25 for Al and the already mentioned 001 basal peak of MMT at 2h = 2–4. The
matrix PA6 peak used for mapping was the one at 2h = 13.4 related to the a (200) plane.
The intensity maps in Figs. 15c and d and 16 can be used to select the points of interest where the nanostructure of the
loaded PAMC needs to be quantified. Fig. 17b shows the linear WAXS patterns in selected grid points for all of the loaded
PAMC studied. They can be deconvoluted by peak fitting which will produce data about the crystallinity index xc, the poly-
morph content a/c, and the unit cell parameters dhkl for the particular grid point (Table 6).
The sample grid points in Table 6 and Fig. 17b are selected in a way that the respective load concentration is maximal so
as to reveal better its influence on the nanostructure of the neighboring PA6 shell material. It can be seen that the two MMT
clays increase notably the a/c ratio as compared to the neat PA6 of the empty PAMC. The effect of GR is similar but slightly
weaker. Interestingly, both MMT clays and GR possess layered structure, which may be a possible explanation of the higher
a-PA6 content. Moreover, the organically-treated MMT clays are the only loads soluble in the AAP reaction medium. The two
particulate loads Al and Fe3O4 do not produce significant change of this parameter. It seems also that the presence of GR and
Fe3O4 load particles tends to decrease locally the crystallinity index xc of PA6 shell. The different loads influence also the unit
cell parameters dhkl, the tendency toward increase being the strongest in PAMC with GR loads. It can be therefore concluded
that scanning monolayers of powdered hybrid polymer materials with high flux X-ray microbeam could provide useful infor-
mation about the shape and size of the microcapsules and of the embedded load particles, combined with crystallographic
data in each 5  5 lm domain of the sample grid.
PAMC 2% CL15A
PAMC 2% GR
PAMC 2% Al
PAMC 2% Fe3O4
a b
c d
e f
g h
Fig. 16. Microbeam scanning of PAMC loaded with 2 wt% of various loads. The phase contrast in the images of the left column is produced on the basis of a
selected WAXS peak of the load particles. The phase contrast in the right column images is based on the intensity of the PA6 matrix. For more details see the
text and Fig. 17a.
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Fig. 17. Linear WAXS profiles obtained from integration of selectedWAXS patterns. (a) neat load materials: 1 – CL15A; 2 – Al; 3 – Fe3O4; 4 – GR; (b) patterns
in certain grid points showing both load and PA6 shell peaks of: 1 – empty PAMC; 2 – CL15A (Z7, X11); 3 – NM (Z9,X10); 4 – Al (Z4, X11); 5 – Fe3O4 (Z8,
X11); GR (Z7, X11).
Table 6
Nanostructure parameters extracted in selected XZ points of the sample grid for loaded PAMC.
Sample designation a (%) c (%) xc (%) a/c da(200) (Ǻ) da(002)/(202) (Ǻ) dc(001) (Ǻ) dc(200) (Ǻ)
PAMC 38.0 17.2 55.2 2.2 4.20 3.55 4.13 3.80
PAMC/NM (Z9; X10) 42.7 10.6 53.3 4.0 4.19 3.53 3.95 3.78
PAMC/CL15A (Z7; X11) 45.7 10.8 56.5 4.2 4.21 3.54 4.03 3.91
PAMC/Al (Z4; X11) 37.3 14.3 51.6 2.6 4.21 3.57 4.20 3.87
PAMC/Fe3O4 (Z8; X11) 30.9 13.3 44.2 2.3 4.18 3.54 4.14 3.85
PAMC/GR (Z7; X11) 33.4 9.2 42.6 3.6 4.26 3.57 4.25 3.95
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This work demonstrated three different strategies for accumulation and analysis of synchrotron WAXS and SAXS data
focusing on their application to multicomponent hybrid composites. The samples studied possess relatively complex but
strictly controlled morphology and composition, including in-situ MFC produced from HDPE/PA blends and PA6 microcap-
sules loaded with finely dispersed inorganic components. It was possible to address phenomena of theoretical and academic
interest such as transcrystallinity evolution in static or dynamic conditions in microfibril-reinforced composites, and micro-
gradient visualization in pulverulent polymer hybrids. In both MFC and PAMC material systems comprehensive structural
information could be extracted that is difficult or even impossible to obtain by other analytical methods involving much
more complex and labor-consuming sample preparation. Examples are the observation of stress-induced crystallization in
MFC and the composition mapping in microcapsules of 20–50 lm. The evaluation of TCL thickness based on combinedWAXS
and SEM data is a useful approximation to assess the structure–properties relationship in engineering materials. In principle,
scattering images do not reflect the sample morphology and composition directly. However, this work shows that scanning
polymer structures with micro- and possibly nanosized high flux X-ray beams can have potential for both morphology visu-
alization and fine structure characterization. In fact, microfocus WAXS could be the most appropriate method to establish
the presence and analyze characteristics of TCL, provided that production of sufficiently thin samples (similar to those for
TEM) is possible. We believe that the recent tremendous progress in synchrotron X-ray hardware and software combined
with the increased demand for engineering soft composite materials with strictly controlled micro- and nanostructure will
motivate any future attempt to extract more and more information from the X-ray scattering patterns.
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